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OPINION

The American Media & Islam:

How Our Country Justifies Violence

What Makes a Happy Country?
BY FARHA IBRAHIM

BY KELLY PIERCE

I

n recent years,
radical Islamic
terrorism has
evoked existential fear
in the masses. People are
reminded of the threat
of jihadist attacks daily
by cable news outlets
while our government
confirms our fears
with the war on terror.
However, is the actual
threat as serious
as media coverage
suggests?
Dave Mosher and
Skye Gould of Business
Insider consulted
researchers from the
Cato Institution to
find out exactly how
dangerous Islamic
terrorism is compared
to other mortal threats.
The researchers analyzed
data on nationwide
causes of death over a
41-year span from 1975
to 2015. The likelihood
of dying from a police
encounter was found
to be one in 8,359. The
likelihood of choking to
death on food was one
in 3,409. The likelihood
of slipping and dying in
the shower was one in
2,232.
Most Americans
seldom worry about
such trivial potentialities.
However, the lifetime
odds of dying at the
hands of a foreignborn terrorist are an
astonishing 1 in 45,808
while the fear of radical
islamic terrorism is at
the forefront of national
concern.
Islamic terrorists
account for six American
deaths on average per
year. This excludes 9/11,
which accounted for
about 3,000 deaths
alone. However, even
if9/11 happened every
single year, we would

still be more likely to
die from police, food,
or bathtubs. So why are
we so preoccupied with
the threat oflslamic
terrorism when focusing
on simpler threats would
save more lives?
Erin M. Kearns,
Allison Betus, and
Anthony Lemieux
of the Washington
Post did independent
research to shed some
light on the issue. Using
the Global Terrorism
Database (GTD), they
found that between
201 r and 2or5 only
I2 percent of terrorist
attacks were carried out
by muslim culprits, yet
they occupied 44 percent
of media coverage. The
remaining 88 percent of
attacks received only 56
percent of total coverage,
so roughly 1110th of the
attacks get roughly half
of total coverage.
There's a simple
explanation for this
extreme incongruence.
Being afraid of dying
in a tub is not useful
to the powers that be.
Being afraid of the
Middle East, which
holds 32 percent of
the world's natural gas
reserves, is very useful.
As long as the American
people are afraid of
Islamic terrorism, they
feel the government
is justified to use any
means necessary to
"protect" the American
people.
Nazi leader
Hermann Goring
explains how people
can be made to support
a war they would
otherwise oppose: "The
people don't want war,
but they can always be
brought to the bidding
of the leaders. This is

easy. All you have to
do is tell them they
are being attacked and
denounce the pacifists
for lack of patriotism
and for exposing the
country to danger. It
works the same in every
country."
Fighting terrorism
is akin to chasing a
ghost. Islamic terrorism
isn't exaggerated in the
media because it holds
some grave threat to
our existence - Muslims
are demonized so our
government's actions
can be justified. The state
creates an exaggerated
foe, and that foe causes
a very real fear in the
population. The more
we fight against the idea
of terrorism, a.k.a. the
war on terror, the more
fear is perpetuated. It is
a symbiotic relationship
fabricated by state
officials to justify their
actions by making our
enemy a brainless mass
of Muslim zombies
hellbent on destroying
our nation. ~8

T

he World Happiness Report is committed to outlining countries that
are the "happiest" and discuss issues in those that are not. Happiness, as
they define it, is measured by six factors: log income per capita, healthy
life expectancy, social support, freedom, generosity, and corruption. In short,
happiness is influenced by either the social or economic conditions of the
country. According to the \Vorld Happiness Report 2017, the happiest country
is Norway while the US was ranked the fourteenth happiest country. The US
has the potential to improve that if they can identify and improve the conditions
of the country that lowers the country's happiness.
Norway ranked highest by focusing on building relationships with their
people. Norway's economic conditions (though improving slowly) does not seem
to contribute negatively to the country's overall happiness. They ranked highly
in "caring, freedom, generosity, honestly, health, income, and good governance."
It is the strong social conditions the country possesses that has allowed them
to be ranked the happiest country. Having a good relationship builds trust,
honesty and allows for an open line of communication. Norway's successful
social conditions would not have been accomplished if there was not a good
relationship between the government and its people.
Contrarily, the US has a rising economy. Although there are areas for
economic improvements, the issue lies in the country's social conditions.
According to the World Happiness Report 2017, the issues that contributed to
the people's unhappiness is poor social conditions: "the US showed less social
support, less sense of personal freedom, lower donations, and more perceived
corruption of government and business."There are a few issues that the US must
work on to better the social conditions: bridging the inequality gap, lowering
government corruption, and developing mutual trust between the government
and its people. Unless the US changes its social conditions, they may remain or
even lower in the ranks as a happy country.
Lack of trust and honesty from the government can cause a country to
falter. Economic conditions are important, but the unhappiness that may be
accompanied with poor economic conditions can be overcome with steady social
conditions. The US government has failed its people. A refined government is
needed for the US to improve the well-being of the country. ~13

Should Elected Officials Complete Psychological Evaluations?
BY MARA GRAU

T

he people we choose to put in charge of
making decisions that affect the way we live
should be held to a higher standard. For the
sake of clarity, I will be focusing on higher level
government officials in this article. These days, it
seems like not everyone views the responsibilities
of a leader in the same light. However, it is not
difficult to understand that the more people a leader
is responsible for, the more sensible and reliable
the leader should be. With that being said, it is
important for their psychological stability to be
examined.
First of all, it is important to have an
understanding of what a psychological examination
or assessment is. According to Psych Central, a
"psychological assessment is a process of testing
that uses a combination of techniques to help
arrive at some hypotheses about a person and their
behavior, personality, and capabilities. "There is

implied negativity that comes into many people's
minds when they hear the term ''psychological
examination;" people tend to think that they are
used to discover which people are "crazy." It is
important for an elected official to be a sane human.
However, that is not the only purpose of this kind
of examination.
We trust our leaders to make decisions about
our laws, taxes, and many other subjects that affect
our quality of life. Psychological examinations
are currently used by many police departments to
determine the capability of their officers, and FBI
agents are required to pass even more thorough
psychological assessments. Do we want our higherlevel government employees, especially
our president, to be held to fewer standards that our
federal law enforcement?
There is no room in the world for unstable
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